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Staffing Shortages

❖ 527 open teaching positions in Vermont listed on SchoolSpring (as of Jan 23).

❖ NCSU: 28 certified staff positions and 29 support staff positions open. 

➢ Charleston, currently has 5 positions they have not been able to fill all 

year. 

❖ OCSU currently has 11 open positions posted to SchoolSpring (teaching and 

support staff). 
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Staffing Shortages

❖ Several schools currently have combined grade-levels (6). Four EMS 
schools have combined Language Arts and Social Studies into 
Humanities due to staffing shortages. This, along with the closure of 
IVS’s 7-8 puts the SU 12 teachers short of having six “fully-staffed” K-8 
schools. 
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Staffing Shortages

❖ OCSU is anticipating a minimum of 12 classroom teachers stepping 
away from the classroom for the 23-24 school year due to retirement, 
returning to another educational position (ex. interventionist), or 
choosing not to pursue licensure (for teachers who are on 
provisional/emergency licenses). This is in addition to the positions 
we were unable to fill for the 22-23 school year. 
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Increased Enrollment
❖ 14 classes are above “optimal” enrollment size across our six EMS 

schools.
❖ 2 classes are at “maximum” enrollment size. 
❖ 3 are above “maximum” enrollment size. 

❖ Every EMS school has at least one class above optimal enrollment 
size.

Optimal: 10-15 students 

Maximum: 19 students for grades K-2, 20 students for grades 3-8 5



Licensure Hurdles
❖ 4 teachers are on emergency licenses. 

❖ 29 teachers hold provisional licenses. 
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Licensure Hurdles

❖ It costs between $250 and $350 dollars to apply for licensure. 

❖ The peer review process costs an additional $1200.
➢ The peer review process is intense and daunting. Here is an 

example of a peer review document for mathematics. 

❖ If we continue in a K-8 model, we would be competing with each 
other as well as surrounding districts for candidates (ex. multiple 

elementary teacher openings or multiple middle school math openings).
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Reality of Stress
When you take pieces out of this equation, their work does not disappear; it falls on those who 

are still here. Many current staff members are doing the work of positions beyond their own.

*And taking on the responsibilities of the 
positions that continue to be unfilled

https://newclassrooms.org/icebergproblem/
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